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GOATS, GODDESSES AND GENITALIA: THE SECRET CABINET OF NAPLES AS SEEN 
BY THE GRAND TOURIST 

 

 In May of 1827 an anonymous clergyman wrote a letter to the King of Naples, urging 

him to abolish the Secret Cabinet of the Royal Museum. In this letter he related the experience of 

“running into a group of foreigners, browsing the classified room of obscene things” during his 

recent visit to the Museum.1 The priest was “horrified” to see “one over-opened woman to a 

man, both naked; here a goat, held behind by another, with risen member, and that in the attitude 

of coitus; in another part one man on another, committing the nefarious defect of sodomy; 

scattered various Priapi, and other objects that freeze the hand, and the core.”2 Amidst this 

“plague of Religion” the foreigners, who were English, gossiped among themselves.3 The priest, 

who understood English, relayed their conversation to the king: “‘Is this the Catholic Reign that 

boasted of healthy morals? Is this the Roman Catholic shelter? Shame! Only to Naples would 

these infamous things belong!’”4 The priest ended his letter with a veiled threat of 

excommunication if the collection remained, but promises of Paradise if the king closed the 

Cabinet down. 

 While the priest’s letter was certainly a vehement plea to close down the Cabinet, his was 

not the only voice raised in outrage against the collection. Yet despite the negative reactions to 

the Cabinet’s contents, the pornographic artifacts from Pompeii, Herculaneum and Stabia 

                                                 
1  In Stefano De Caro, Il Gabinetto Segreto del Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli (Naples: 

Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, 2000), 14. The original text reads “m’imbattei in una compagnia di 
forestieri”; all translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
 

2  Ibid. “Là vidi uan donna sopragiacente a un uomo, ambo ignudi; qui una capra, che tien dietro ad 
un’altra, col membro erto, e che è nell’attitudine di coitare; in altra parte un uomo su di un altro, che commette il 
nefando vizio della sodomia; sparsi vari priapi, ed altri oggetti che mi fanno gelare la mano, e il core.” 
 

3  Ibid. “la peste della Religione”. 
 

4  In De Caro, 15. “’È questo il Regno Cattolico che si vanta di sana morale? È questo il ricovero de’ 
cattolici Romani? Vergogna! Solo a Napoli si riveggono queste cose infami!’” 
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collected therein remained a draw for various well-known personages, including the Englishmen 

who still went on the Grand Tour in the early 19th century. Few chose to write about their visits 

to the Museum, and those who did often found their accounts banned or suppressed in their home 

countries even when their commentary deliberately shied away from sexuality. But some 

accounts have survived, and more importantly the collection itself remains in the museum, 

outlasting public outrage and a brief hiatus to provide insight into what in 1877 Louis Barré 

called “a lesser-known part [of ancient people’s history], something very important: that which 

concerns their habits and their morals”5 as well as the “habits and morals” of the elite, adult 

males who visited the Cabinet. 

 Though the ruins of Herculaneum were discovered in 1738 and those of Pompeii shortly 

after, according to archaeologist Antonio De Simone the “systematic excavation” of Pompeii did 

not begin until 1763, though the process was started in 1748.6 The existence of pornographic 

objects did not initially receive much attention, despite the fact that they were strangely not 

limited to the walls and décor of the lupanare (brothels) of Pompeii. Sexual, particularly phallic, 

images and sculpture were found everywhere from the doorways of private residences to street 

crossings. 

Soon the finds from the ancient Roman cities were already voluminous enough to 

demand their own building, rather than a corner of both the Portici museum and a palace in 

Capodimonte.7 To that end the king of Naples, Ferdinand IV, confiscated a former Jesuit 

                                                 
5  Louis Barré, Laurento García y García and Luciana Jacobelli. Museo Segreto. With a Facsimile edition of 

Herculaneum et Pompéi. Recueil general des peintures, bronzes, mosaïques, etc… (1877), (Pompeii: Marius 
Edizioni, 2001), 1. “Il y a dans l’histoire de tous les peoples anciens une partie peu connue, quoique fort importante: 
c’est celle qui concerne leurs usages et leurs mœurs.” 
 

6  Antonio De Simone, “The History of the Museum and the Collection,” in Michael Grant and Antonia 
Mulas, Eros in Pompeii: The Erotic Art Collection of the Museum at Naples (New York: William Morrow and 
Company, Inc., 1975), 168. 
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university after the Society of Jesus was dissolved in 1773 to create the Royal Museum of 

Naples8 as well as house the Academy of Science and Letters.9 With this in mind, in 1785 

Philipp Hackert, a painter and the artistic advisor of the king, told architect Pompeo Schiantarelli 

to include in his remodeling of the former university “some free Rooms for putting away the 

Priapism and other things, in case a particular Dispatch wants to see them”.10 Though the Portici 

museum did separate the inflammatory objects from the rest of the collection in 1794, after the 

move to the new location the collection became intermixed with the rest of the artifacts once 

more. 

The future contents of the Secret Cabinet remained side by side with less inflammatory 

artifacts from the excavations until 1819. In February of that month Francesco, Duke of Calabria 

and heir to the Neopolitan throne, visited the Museum with his wife and teenaged daughter.11 

After the visit the Duke “suggested” to Arditi, the curator of the Museum, that he should close 

“all of the obscene objects, of any sort, in one room; to which room only persons of mature age 

and of known morality could have entrance.”12 Arditi took the hint and in 1821 the “Gabinetti 

                                                                                                                                                             
7  Ibid. 
 
8  While the Museum is known by this name, according to Mario Napoli’s introduction of Giuseppe Luigi 

Marini, Il gabinetto segreto del Museo nazionale di Napoli (Torino (Turin): R. Aprile, 1971), 5, the Museum was 
first called “the Museum of Ancient Studies and … later was named the Royal Bourbon Museum and … finally, in 
1860, took the name, which still is kept, of the National Museum of Naples.” [my translation] 
 

9  De Simone, 168. 
 

10  De Caro, 11. “alcune Stanze libere per riporvi il Priapismo ed altre cose, per cui vi vuole un Dispaccio 
particolare per vederle.” 
 

11  Ibid. 
  

12  Ibid. “suggerire… tutti gli oggetti osceni, di qualunque material essi fossero, in una stanza; alla quale 
stanza avessero poi unicamente ingresso le persone di matura età e di conosciuta morale.” 
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degli oggetti osceni” (Cabinet of Obscene Objects) was born, though its name was changed in 

1823 to the “Gabinetti degli oggetti riservati” (Cabinet of Classified Objects).13 

Access to the materials in the Cabinet required the viewer to have a “valid royal permit” 

from the Minister of State.14 Often a request would be submitted in writing, such as that of 

musician Gaetano Donizetti in 1824, when he wrote to the “Real Segretaria e Ministero di State 

di Casa Reale ec.” (Royal Secretary and Ministry of State of the Royal House, etc.) “imploring 

permission to visit the Cabinet of Classified Objects of the Royal Museum”.15 The Ministry 

granted Donizetti’s request on October 12 of that year, the same year that such illustrious 

Europeans as architect Karl Schinkel, poet Carlo Rosmini and Rosmini’s Milanese friend, Gian 

Jacopo Trivulzio, visited the collection. It was also the year when the number of requests for 

admittance to the museum ballooned to three hundred, from only twenty in the year 1822.16 At 

this point the Ministry switched to generic printed forms of admittance, “issued in the name of 

the petitioner and of one standard company of four persons.”17 Typically those persons were 

English or French, but rarely Italian. The reality of access to the Ministry also dictated, even 

when Francesco’s original suggestion did not, that those admitted were male, adult and of 

sufficient social status to lay claim to classical education. 

The works of the elite males who visited the museum reveal, either in direct accounts of 

the objects within or in research papers whose contents drew upon recognizable objects from the 

                                                 
13  Ibid. 

 
14  De Simone, 168. 
 
15  Permessa per la visita al Gabinetto Segreto accordato a Gaetano Donizetti (Napoli, Archivio di Stato), 

pictured in De Caro, 15. “Implora il permesso di vedere il Gabinetto degli oggetti riservati del Rl museo”. 
 
16  De Caro, 14. “Nel 1822 erano ancora solo venti le richieste di autorizzazioni alla visita pervenute al 

Ministro competente, ma già due anni dopo si era passati a trecento!” 
 

17  Ibid. “che venivano rilasciati al nome del richiedente e spesso di una compagnia standard di Quattro 
persone.” 
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collection, more than the physical reality of the Secret Cabinet. While the majority of sources 

attempt to sanitize the Cabinet’s contents or elevate them beyond their blatant earthliness to the 

level of divine metaphors, there seems to be an implicit acceptance of, and often a sense of 

humor about, the sexuality portrayed in the Cabinet’s sculptures, bronzes, paintings and mosaics. 

That these works were often suppressed despite an author’s self-censorship suggested a public 

backlash against the notoriously amoral Grand Tour experience. 

The Isernian celebration of St. Cosmo paid reverence to the phallus of the saint, or his 

“big toe” as it was called in colloquial terms. In 1781 Sir William Hamilton, British ambassador 

to Naples, heard of the festival and promptly wrote to the President of the Royal Society that he 

had found “the cult of Priapus in as full vigour, as in the days of the Greeks and Romans, at 

Isernia in Abruzzo”, though he had possibly not seen the proceedings himself.18 In the ceremony 

worshippers purchased wax ex votos, primarily of phalluses but also of other body parts, which 

they proceeded to dedicate to the saint. Despite his possible absence from the actual ceremony 

Hamilton managed to obtain five of the ex votos and brought them back to the British Museum in 

1784 to be “placed alongside his collection of ancient ‘Priapi’ in the Museum” as evidence of the 

modern continuation of the cult of Priapus.19 

In 1786 Richard Payne Knight, a member of the Society of Dilettanti and protégé of Sir 

William Hamilton, published A Discourse on the Worship of Priapus, which the society initially 

paired with Hamilton’s letter and an image of the ex votos. Knight’s account was directly 

influenced by the artifacts excavated from Pompeii and Herculaneum as well as texts and objects 

                                                 
18  Sir William Hamilton, quoted in Ian Jenkins and Kim Sloan, Vases & Volcanoes: Sir William Hamilton 

and His Collection (London: Britism Museum Press, 1996), 238. According to Richard Payne Knight, A Discourse 
on the Worship of Priapus (1786) <http://www.sacred-texts.com/sex/dwp/index.htm> [25 Oct 2007], if Hamilton is 
the “person of liberal education” whom he mentions on p. 17, as seems more than likely, Hamilton did attend. 
However, Jenkins and Sloan averred that Hamilton “had not himself been present at the festival proceedings”. 

 
19  Jenkins and Sloan, 238. 
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from Greek, Roman, Hindu and Egyptian cultures, along with the festival of St. Cosmo which “a 

person of liberal education,” alias Hamilton, had related to him.20 

According to Knight’s analysis every example of supposedly “obscene” ancient artwork 

could be traced back to ancient religious beliefs. Knight insisted that  

     the forms and ceremonials of a religion are not always to be understood in their direct and  
     obvious sense; but are to be considered as symbolical representations of some hidden  
     meaning, which may be extremely wise and just, though the symbols themselves, to those  
     who know not their true signification, may appear in the highest degree absurd and  
     extravagant.21 
 
In Knight’s view ancient phallic imagery was never licentious, but representative of the potency 

of divine “generative and prolific power,” capable of warding off the evil eye.22 The infamous 

sculpture of “Pan e la capra” (Pan and the goat) represented not bestiality, but Pan as one of “the 

emanations of the Creator … acting as his angels and ministers in the work of universal 

generation.”23 His sexual congress with the goat “represent[ed] the reciprocal incarnation of man 

with the deity, when incorporated with universal matter: for Deity, being both male and female, 

was both act and passive in procreation”.24 Knight continued in his narrative to pair the active 

with the male and the passive with the female across various ancient cultures. The combination 

of both in “certain androgynous beings”, or hermaphrodites, “represent[ed] organized matter in 

its first stage.”25 The antiquarians who had preceded him, Knight insisted, were wrong to  

     seek… explanations of the devices on the Greek medals in the wild and capricious stories of  
                                                 

20  Knight, 17. As the Web site has retained the original pagination of Knight’s original work, I will refer to 
the original pages rather than any pagination provided by the page as printed out. 
 

21  Ibid., 27. 
 

22  Ibid., 29. 
 
23  Knight, 67. 

 
24  Ibid. Knight knew of this particular sculpture, mentioning on page 65 of his Discourse that it was “well 

known” and was “kept concealed in the Royal Museum of Portici”. 
 

25  Knight, 81. 
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     Ovid’s Metamorphoses, instead if examining the first principles of ancient religion … These  
     principles were the subjects of the ancient mysteries, and it is to these that the symbols on the  
     medals always relate; for they were the public acts of the states, and therefore contain the  
     sense of nations, and not the caprices of individuals.26 
 
Yet despite his insistent de-sexing of ancient imagery, Knight’s work remained inflammatory 

enough that the author himself suppressed it.27 

 While Knight’s work, other than a few scattered references to the unenlightened and 

uninitiated masses’ interpretation of this vaunted imagery as “an unlimited gratification of his 

[an omnipotent god’s] passions and appetites”, remained stern and highly asexual, his mentor 

was not entirely able to maintain a straight face about the subject matter.28 When Hamilton 

delivered his ex votos to the British Museum’s Keeper of Natural and Artificial Productions he 

instructed the man to “keep hands off of them”.29 He also wrote in a letter to Banks that he hoped 

“his ‘big toe’ may never fail him.”30 While Hamilton certainly believed that there had been a cult 

of Priapus he also maintained a wry sense of humor about Priapine imagery, at least in his 

private correspondence.  

 The account of the Secret Cabinet by French colonel and antiquarian Stanislas Marie 

César Fanin, published first in 1816 and reprinted in 1871, shared Knight’s elevation of sexual 

imagery as religious, but only in those cases where the subjects were obviously of divine origin. 

Otherwise Fanin acknowledged the sexuality of the Cabinet’s materials, but did so with a tone of 

disgust even when he admired the artistic execution of the work. He vehemently dismissed the 

                                                 
26  Knight, 91. 

 
27  J. B. Hare, introduction to Knight (2003). 

 
28  Knight, 197. 

 
29  Hamilton, in Jenkins and Sloan, 238. 

 
30  Ibid. Whether he referred to his own or Banks’ ‘big toe’ is unclear. 
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view of Greek and Roman “obscene nudities” as “indications of simplicity and candour”, asking 

his audience, 

     But what should we thus have to admit? That modesty is only hypocrisy; that the ancients  
     whose language and customs were impregnated with such obscenity, were better men than we  
     who throw a thick veil of mystery over our most innocent weaknesses. … Or did Petronius  
     when he sang a shameful victory over a young stripling; Virgil when he sighed for the  
     beautiful Alexis; Ovid and Horace when they celebrated incest and adultery in pompous  
     verse; deserve to obtain civic crowns together with the poetic palm?31 
 
Fanin acknowledged the religious roots of some phallic imagery and described some, such as the 

offering of virgins to a statue of Priapus, in great detail. Yet he rejoiced when “Christianity came 

and sapped the foundations of this abominable worship”,32 and chose to see certain aspects of 

ancient myths as born of earthly realities. Hermaphrodites were not Knight’s male/female divine 

hybrids, but represented “those women who, born under a burning climate, seek after every kind 

of pleasure with both the sexes”.33 Satyrs were “nomadic shepherds … rude and barbarous men 

… clad in goat skins” who “obtained an imperfect pleasure” by raping female passersby and by 

that terrifying prospect inspired worship of themselves as “pretended divinities.”34 While Fanin 

acknowledged their divinity in his subsequent art reviews it would appear he did so because they 

were seen as deities in their time rather than because of his own acknowledgement of any 

rightful supernatural status. 

 In his detailed studies of the Cabinet’s contents Fanin described the works explicitly but, 

like Louis Barré, “comme un anatomiste contemple ses cadavres” (like an anatomist 

                                                 
31  Colonel Fanin, The Royal Museum at Naples, being some account of the erotic paintings, bronzes, and 

statues contained in that famous “cabinet secret” (1871), xii. Trans. J.B. Hare. <http://www.sacred-
texts.com/sex/rmn/index.htm> [12 Nov 2007] 
 

32  Fanin, xvi. 
 

33  Fanin, xvii. 
 

34  Fanin, xviii-xix. 
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contemplates his cadavers).35 Yet at times his unambiguous terminology smacked of personal 

involvement. In his description of the Venus Kallipygos Fanin wrote, 

     It is impossible, indeed, to imagine anything more graceful than the Venus here spoken of.  
     The power of beauty is recognized wherever it manifests itself: the marble seems to palpitate;  
     in contemplating it modesty takes alarm, desire begins to awake, and imagination to kindle;  
     and we are obliged to hurry away in order to restore our agitated sense to their original  
     tranquility.36 
 
He also appeared to be consumed yet revolted by the sensuality of female subjects, insisting even 

when the picture of a faun and a bacchante (Plate XLIII) was ambiguous enough to suggest 

refusal of the faun’s advances that the woman “defends herself feebly; her features, her inflamed 

look, her nakedness, all betray that she is willing to be vanquished.”37 Even when the sex seemed 

consensual (Plate XXXII) Fanin noted the bacchante’s “coquettish manners” and how the 

original artist “has taken care to omit no detail to make us envy the young Faun’s good fortune as 

we look upon her.”38 Fanin might have directly spurned the obscene connotations of the works, 

but his in-depth descriptions of individual artworks belied at the very least some internal conflict 

over his own visceral reaction to their representations. 

That Fanin diverged so radically from Knight may have suggested that Fanin was 

unfamiliar with Knight’s work, though the phrasing of his Introduction makes this conclusion 

unlikely. It should also be noted that while Knight’s work was suppressed, French authorities 

seized and destroyed all known copies of Fanin’s original work that they could get their hands 

on, though this was perhaps because he provided visual reproductions of the Cabinet’s 

                                                 
35  Barré, 12. 

 
36  Fanin, 5-6. 
 
37  Ibid., 86. 

 
38  Ibid., 66. 
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contents.39 Cultural differences, both in the authors’ nations of origin as well as the location of 

their original publication (Knight in England, Fanin in France but with the aid of the Naples 

museum) are more likely to provide the basis for the difference in discourse.  

While Hamilton only made vague comments about big toes and wandering hands, in his 

post-Pompeii correspondence French author Gustave Flaubert wrote, "I send you the flowers that 

I have picked in a brothel on whose door stands a phallus in erection. In that house there were 

more flowers that in the others. Perhaps the sperm of ancient penises, fallen to the ground, has 

fertilized the earth".40 Louis Barré may have wondered, “Will people have the grace to blame the 

inventor who was not hastened to reject the ground of the excavations on this fatal discovery, or 

the editor who delivered to the public these monuments of the aberrations of antique art?” but he, 

too, published uncensored artistic reproductions of the Cabinet’s contents, which led to the 

suppression of that volume of his penultimate work on Pompeii and Herculaneum.41 

That both Knight and Fanin traveled to Italy to see the contents of the Museum suggests 

that the Grand Tour still existed in some form after the revolutionary era, both in England and in 

France. Though Knight was 36 at the time of his Discourse’s publication, Fanin was 17 years old 

when his own work was initially published, slightly young for the Tour by English standards but, 

apparently, old enough to attain admittance. It is unknown from Barré’s work how old he was 

when he visited the Museum and the Cabinet, but as he died in 1857 his visit could not have been 

                                                 
39  J.B. Hare, introduction to Fanin (2003). 

 
40  Gustave Flaubert, quoted in De Caro, 15. “Ti mando i fiori che ho colto in un bordello sulla cui prota si 

drizzava un fallo in erezione. In quella casa c’erano più fiori che nelle alter. Forse gli spermi degli antichi peni, 
caduti al suolo, hanno fecondato la terra”. 
 

41  Barré, 11. “Aurait-on quelque grace à blamer l’inventeur qui ne serait pas empressé de rejeter la terre 
des fouilles sur la fatale découverte, ou l’éditeur qui livreait à la publicité ces monuments des aberrations de l’art 
antique?” 
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close to the time of the volume’s publication. In fact, the Cabinet’s own history prevented a visit 

any later than 1849. 

The influx of visitors to the Cabinet competed with a vehement public reaction, from 

visitors and public figures alike. Already in 1821 Arditi had proposed that the museum “‘cover 

the parts decently’ of the existing ones [artworks] ‘with screw vine leaves, formed of tin, and 

supported by thin spun iron, without disfiguring or disabling in part the statues’.”42 In 1831-32 

the author known as Stendhal expressed outrage at a phallic image surrounded by the phrase hic 

habitat felicitas found outside a bakery in Pompeii: "we imagine that an honest woman lived in 

Pompeii and that everyday she read this, passing on the road?"43 A later director, Francesco 

Maria Avettino, deplored the “wicked monuments” of Pompeii, declaring in 1848 that “the 

obscene and licentious monuments of ancient art justly deserve Christian abomination”.44 In 

1849 the protestors won and the Cabinet was literally walled up, and in 1851 most of its contents 

were transferred to a warehouse. The hiatus, however, was temporary, and in 1860 Garibaldi 

ordered the Cabinet reopened, placing it under the control of Alexandre Dumas père. 

The extension of admittance to women and clergymen in 1861 thoroughly removed the 

Secret Cabinet from the realm of the elite, educated adult males who went on Grand Tours. 

While Englishmen still visited the Cabinet and still expressed their indignation at its contents 

even in 1931, both the end of the Tour period and the enfranchisement of women changed the 

experience from one of elite male privilege to a more pedestrian enterprise.45  

                                                 
42  Arditi, in De Caro, 12. “‘coprire le parti prudenti’ delle statue ‘con pampini di vite, formati di latta, e 

sostenuti da sottile ferro filato, senza deturpare in menoma parte le statue’.” 
 
43  Stendhal, from Promenades, in De Caro, 11. 

 
44  Arettino, in De Caro, 15. 

 
45  De Caro, 20. 
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Vehement declaration of the Secret Cabinet’s materials in the later era of the Grand Tour 

as examples of religious allegory or of hideous vulgarity clashed with the reality of other parts of 

the collection and, sometimes, the confession of the author’s own “amorous desires.”46 Indeed, 

the collection cannot be classified as one or the other, but as a combination of both. While 

bacchanal scenes and phallic symbols either celebrated known myths or warded off evil 

influences, most of the frescoes and some of the sculptures prove that sometimes, a goat is 

simply a goat. That the elite adult males who asked for access to the Cabinet knew this yet felt 

the need to sanitize its contents either in their own minds or for public consumption showed the 

moral significance of the Cabinet’s contents not in the time of Pompeii and Herculaneum, but in 

the arena of the Grand Tour. Outrage arose against the Secret Cabinet not when men viewed the 

materials, but when their experience became a public affair, irrevocably removed from the 

murky morality and subsequent lenience of the Tour experience. 

                                                 
46  Fanin, 87. 
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